the paper describes historical roots as well as syntactic and semantic properties of the three main obligational constructions in modern hindi-urdu, punjabi, Rajasthani 1 and gujarati. 2 these constructions differ from one another by the degree and by the type of obligation. the main syntactic properties of obligational constructions discussed in the paper are agent marking and long distance agreement rules. It will be demonstrated that the increasing frequency of the Dative instead of the Instrumental agent marking in constructions of obligation was part of the gradual destruction of the 'passive syntax' typical for the climactic stage of ergative development. key words: obligational construction, Rajasthani, punjabi, gujarati, Instrumental agent marking, Dative agent marking, long distance agreement liudmila V. khokhlova, Department of Indian philology, Institute of asian and african Studies, Moscow state university, khokhl@iaas.msu.ru
1. oBligational constructions in modern western nia 1.1. the strongest type of obligation is expressed by constructions with the verb 'to fall', preceeded by the infinitive of the main verb. the subject (obligor agent) 3 is 1 Rajasthani means here dialects grouped together according to g. grierson (1918) on the basis of common phonetic, morphological and syntactic features. Most written texts exist in Marwari and Mewari, though the native speakers of other dialects also participate in the literary process. I am using this term here as the texts written in various Rajasthani dialects show similar tendencies of typological development.
2 examples used in this paper have largely been taken from information provided by native speakers and from literary sources. Fabricated examples have been checked and cross-checked with native speakers. References to literary sources are given in bibliography.
3 the thematic role of the subject in obligational construction is described as experiencer by Masica (1991: 351-352) , as goal by m. Butt (2006: 86) , agent by Cardona (1965: 96) . It is usually defined as agent in gerundival constructions - oIa and MIa antecedents of modern obligational constructions (hock 1986: 15-26) , (Bubenik 1998) . this thematic role is really ambiguous as the subject has more volitional properties in constructions denoting planned action and moral obligation, less - in constructions denoting compulsion. understanding inaccuracy of any general term used for subject in obligational construction, I will use the term agent in order to show historical link with the agent of gerundival constructions in oIa and MIa. the term 'obligor agent' has been suggested by prof. h. hock. lp lV (2) liudmila V. khokhloVa marked by dative in hindi-urdu (1), punjabi (2) and rajasthani (3) and by instrumental in gujarati (4) 'he will have to read this book.'
1.2. Constructions denoting moral obligation, following somebody's rules and prescriptions imply an agent that has comparatively free choice to perform or not to perform the action. the predicate is formed by an adverb (hindi-urdu, Rajasthani, gujarati) or verbal adjective (punjabi), preceded by the infinitive and followed by copula. adverbs in hindi-urdu, Rajasthani and punjabi are derived from √cāh 'want': h-u. cāhiye, r. cāhījai, historically they are the finite forms of present passive; p. cāhīdā historically is the present passive participle; the adverb joīe of gujarati is derived from √ jo 'to see', historically the finite form of present passive. 4 the agent is marked by Dative in h-u. (5), R. (6) and p. (7): 'Son, you should read all these books.'
In gujarati the agent is marked by Dative freely varying with Instrumental (8), (9). there is great variation with regard to the preferred agent marker in gujarati both regionally and individually (Cardona 1965: 96; lambert 1971: 60-61, 108-109; Masica 1991: 351-352 1.3. the constructions of the third type denote the action planned by the agent himself or planned for the agent by someone else. Similar to the agent in constructions denoting moral obligation, the agent in this type of constructions is not compelled to perform the action, but has free choice to follow his own or somebody's plans or prescriptions. the predicate is formed by the infinitive + copula. the agent is marked by Dative in standard h-u. (12), R. (13) (17) and (18) below the agent marked by Dative is semantically neutral. It may be interpreted as goal, i.e. 'receiving the zoo going event'. Dative can also be interpreted on the control dimention, so (17) may have two readings: 'plus control' (= nadya wants to go to the zoo) and 'minus control' (= nadya has to go to the zoo). as for ergative in (18), it expresses the marked situation, showing a very high degree of control and results in a reading whereby the participant wants the event to take place: nadya wants to go to the zoo. 'nadya wants to go to the zoo.'
the suggested type of analysis raises doubts as the case alternation does not take place in one and the same idiolect and due to this cannot be used for expressing different meanings. the choice of particular marking depends on age, background, education, contacts and the surroundings.
5 Marking with the ergative has been borrowed from punjabi. It is spread- 'nadya has (*wants) to sit in five exams during three days.'
Irrespective of Dative/ergative marking, the agent in constructions denoting planned action occupies the highest position in the volitionality hierarchy. Constructions denoting compulsion naturally imply the obligor agent and constructions expressing moral obligation occupy the intermediate position.
the table below shows the agent marking in all the types of obligational construction. Standard hindi-urdu and Rajasthani have similar agent marking (by Dative) in all the constructions denoting obligation. In punjabi and sub-standard hindi-urdu the agent obeying moral rules is combined with the agent compelled to perform the action (both are marked by Dative); they are opposed to the ergative marked agent that follows its own or somebody's (including god's) plans in life.
In gujarati the agent in the constructions, denoting moral obligation and planned action may be marked either by Instrumental or by Dative. In case of the compelled action the only possible agent marking is by Instrumental-ergative inflection. this means that in the semantic map of gujarati the agent that has more chance to act according to its free will, i.e. to display its agentive properties, is opposed to the agent compelled to perform the action. Interestingly, in gujarati the Instrumental-ergative case serves to mark the most involitional agent, forced to perform the action. that means that gujarati data contradicts M. Butt's hypothesis saying that ergative shows a very high degree of control while Dative 'Ram coughed (purposefully).' Similar to the obligational constructions with alternative agent marking, these constructions also are not used in one and the same idiolect, and because of that they cannot differentiate meanings. lp lV (2) liudmila V. khokhloVa is preferred in constructions where the agent is endowed with the less amount of free will in performing the action.
Being grouped with 'compulsion' in punjabi and with 'planned action' in gujarati, the constructions with 'moral obligation' reading have a peculiar syntactic feature, not shared with the other obligation constructions. agents in all obligational constructions have such subject properties as binding the subject oriented reflexive or being a controlled pRo subject (20): But only the agent in constructions denoting 'moral obligation' allows the grammatical functions to reverse, compare (21) and (22) 'at some places in Rajasthan the sound 'y' is heard at the end of the words, it should not be shown in writing.' long distance agreement rules in punjabi contradict Rajesh Bhatt's statement that lDa can only take place if the matrix verb has no non-overtly case-marked arguments of its own. In punjabi the agent expressed by the 1-st or 2-nd person pronouns in constructions of the planned action has no case marking, compare p. (32) 'I/thou/we/you may plan to learn punjabi.'
2. the historical roots of modern oBligational constructions 2.1. according to Butt (2006: 86) , in the construction with the copula and a non-finite main verb the use of Dative historically precedes the use of ergative. M. Butt referred to e. Bashir's study of Modern urdu syntax (Bashir 1999). according to Bashir, in modern urdu the ergative is slowly encroaching on the domain of the Dative. not contesting this conclusion, it is much easier to explain the phenomenon by the punjabi influence. the punjabi-speaking community constitutes 44.15% of the total population of pakistan and 47.56% of its urban population. together with speakers of Saraiki (10.53%) which is treated by some linguists as a southern dialect of punjabi (nadiem 2005), the bearers of the punjabi language represent the majority of the population of pakistan.
2.2. as for diachronic data, they demonstrate a different type of development. the Rajasthani/gujarati infinitive may be derived from Skr. gerundives (potential participles) with suffixes -tavya/-itavya: skr. -(i)tavya-> pkt. -(i)avva-> og -(i)va- extended by suffix -uⁿ declined for number and gender (Dave 1935: 64) .
9 hindi-urdu, punjabi and modern rajasthani infinitives are most probably connected with oIa deverbative action nouns with suffix -ana-10 -like darś-ana 'sight' (√dr ˳ś) (Bubenik 1996: 126) . however, the sanskrit gerundives in -(ī)ya-, -(i)tavya-, -ya, -anīya- expressing 'obligation' or necessity, may have played a significant role in the formation of the obligational constructions in hindi-urdu and punjabi (Masica 1991: 352) . Bubenik has pointed to the fact that unlike greek and latin where the gerundives were used predominantly in statements of deontic modality, their Ia counterparts could denote both the necessity and the possibility (Bubenik 1998: 190 2.4. By the time of Classical Sanskrit the gerundive has lost its Dative agent marking, and the genitive agents have become rare (hock 1986: 20) , the Instrumental agents were predominating in all the p-oriented constructions - in constructions with -ta-participles, the antecedents of future ergative constructions (37), in constructions with passives (38) and in those with gerundives (39) In early Vedic gerundives were usually formed from the transitive stems. the gerundives from intransitives were very rare and confined just to roots √jan 'be born' and √bhū
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Different translations show that Dative marking was ambiguous, meaning that the argument might have thematic roles either of the agent or of the Beneficiary.
12 particle.
lp lV (2) liudmila V. khokhloVa 'be'. By the time of Vedic prose there have appeared the agent-demoting gerundives from intransitives (hock 1986: 19) . the agent-demotion has become obligatory for the most productive sub-type of gerundives, that is for those in -tavya-, the antecedent of the obligational constructions in old gujarati and rajasthani. according to hock, impersonal constructions of the type illustrated in (40) were much more commonly attested for gerundives than for passives (hock 1986: 20) . this means that gerundives provided the starting point for the innovation that was a very important feature of ergative development. Following Comrie's definition of ergativity as 'passive' morphology and/or syntax without the existence of a corresponding and more basic 'active counterpart' (Comrie 1978), the -tavya- gerundives in Vedic prose could be considered more ergative than the -ta- participles, as they did not suppose any 'activepassive' opposition and were obligatorily 'passive' even in case of intransitives, while the -ta-participles were obligatorily passive only in case of transitives. as for passive constructions, in Classical Sanskrit they implied the corresponding 'active' counterparts (hock 1986: 19) .
2.5. In the climactic point of ergativity development, namely in late MIa, the activepassive opposition has stopped to exist: the a-demotional passive has been preserved only in non-ergative domain, while the -ta-participle (41) and the gerundival (42) 'I want to observe only one vow (=only one vow should be observed by me) that with the exception of jina I will not worship another [deity] (=another deity will not be worshipped by me)' (Bubenik 1986: 194-195 2.7. Starting approximately from the 16th century on, the consistent ergative pattern in MIa noun declension has gradually split into two main case marking systems: the accusative S=a≠o and a≠o and the tripartite S≠a≠o one. this evolution from ergative towards nominative syntax in nominal paradigms has resulted in restructuring the whole syntactic system of the late western nIa, first of all - in deviation from the 'passive pattern' typical for the late oIa and MIa periods. the remains of the Sanskrit -ta-participle construction have been included into the 'active - passive' opposition and the passive construction has developed its non-demotional variety. only gujarati has preserved the essential feature of 'passive' syntax, inherited from the late oIa stage: the identical agent marking by Instrumental in ergative and in inherited gerundival constructions (see examples 4, 8, 9, 10 above), lp lV (2) liudmila V. khokhloVa though in the two types of gerundival construction the agent marking by Instrumental has been varying with the Dative. For more details see (khokhlova 2001).
2.8. only Modern gujarati has inherited from Sanskrit the -tavya- gerundive used in all the obligational constructions, see (4, 8, 9, 11, 14) above. after gujarati-Rajasthani split that has taken place in approximately 16th century (tessitori 1914-1916) , the obligational constructions have started being formed not only from the inherited -tavya- gerundives but also from the oIa deverbative action nouns with the suffix -ana-.
13 Both forms could be used in one and the same sentence. the Instrumental agent marker typical for oIa and MIa 'passive syntax' has been replaced by the Dative. 'Vikramadit and udaysingh are your younger brothers. they should be given some place (to stay). ' (Rg: 48) unlike Rajasthani where the prose texts are dated back to the 14th century, the historical development of kauravi - the basic dialect of modern hindi-urdu - has not been represented in chronologically ordered texts belonging to different centuries. the general trend of hindi-urdu syntactic development may be analyzed through studying the history of a hindi dialect that has a literary tradition, namely Braj. Similar to old Rajasthani, old Braj possessed two infinitives: one with the suffix -(i)v- and the second with the suffix -n-. they were used partially in free variation, partially in complementary distribution (Miltner 1962: 501) . the obligational constructions of old Braj were formed with the infinitive having suffix -n-, the agent in them was marked by Dative: the forms derived from oIa deverbative action nouns with suffix -ana- are usually defined as 'infinitives' in various descriptions of Modern nIa. Most authors describe both verbal and adjectival properties of these forms : ashant 1994; Bahal 1989; Bhatia 1993; Bhayani 1969; Cardona 1965; gaeffke 1967; gill & gleason 1963; gusain 2004; kachru 1966; Masica 1991; puar 1990; Smirnov 1976; Swami 1960; trivedi 1954 etc. constructions with the adverbs r. cāhījai, g. joīe, h-u. cāhiye, old p. loṛīe (see below) and with modern punjabi adjective cāhīdā 'necessary' acquired the meaning of moral or ethic necessity which previously had been expressed by gerundives (compare example 48 above). Constructions with the verb √paḍ 'to fall' (53) added the new meaning of strong obligation, not quite typical for Sanskrit gerundives. according to my preliminary analysis these constructions have first appeared in Braj and only later in gujarati, punjabi and Rajasthani.
In old Braj and old punjabi the constructions with the adjective/adverb 'necessary' and the verb 'to fall' might be formed not only with the infinitives, but also with the perfective participles:
(54) (old Braj: 17 cent.) āp ko kachu gāyo cāhiye the analysis given above shows a great degree of variability of agent marking and predicate structures in old punjabi prose texts. Modern standard punjabi has preserved obligational constructions with the infinitive and copula (61) denoting the 'planned action', the constructions with the adverb cāhīe denoting the 'moral rules' 17 and has developed the new construction with the verb 'to fall' implying the sense of 'strong obligation'. only the first type of constructions may have the inconsistent ergative agent marking, in the other two constructions the agent is consistently marked by the Dative.
conclusion It has been demonstrated that the increasing frequency of the agent marking by Dative and not by Instrumental in constructions of obligation was a part of a gradual destruction of the 'passive syntax' typical for the climactic stage of ergative development. Similar historical development, i.e marking of the agent of obligational constructions by the Instrumental/ ergative case later replaced by Dative, has been described by k. Stroński for pahari.
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the Standard hindi-urdu and literary Rajasthani have similar Dative agent marking in all the constructions denoting obligation. In punjabi and sub-standard hindi-urdu the agent obeying 'moral rules' is combined with the agent that is compelled to perform the action (both are marked by Dative); they are opposed to the (ergative) agent that follows its own or somebody's (including god's) plans.
In gujarati, the agent in constructions denoting moral obligation and planned action may be marked by both the Instrumental and Dative. In case of the compelled action the only possible agent marking is by Instrumental-ergative inflection. this means that in the gujarati semantic map the agent that has more chance to act according to its free will, i.e. to display its agentive properties, is opposed to the agent compelled to perform the action. In gujarati the Instrumental-ergative case serves to mark the most involitional agent, forced to perform the action. that means that gujarati data contradicts M. Butt's hypothesis saying that ergative shows a very high degree of control while Dative is preferred in constructions where the agent is endowed with less amount of free will in performing the action. agents in all obligational constructions have subject properties such as binding a subject oriented reflexive or being a controlled pRo subject, but only the agent in the constructions denoting 'moral obligation' allows the grammatical functions to reverse, and only these constructions may have no agent in their argument structure.
the obligational constructions of the described languages demonstrate the case of long Distance agreement when the matrix predicate agrees with the argument that is not its own.
In hindi-urdu agreement in obligational constructions is optional, though preferable in literary language, in other languages it is compulsory. In h-u infinitival agreement takes place only in case of lDa, while in other languages it is compulsory in all cases.
17 the adverb cāhīe has been replaced by the adjective cāhīdā. 18 p.c.
